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Mother's Words 
er is talking, we should think "Mother is talking to
 ME" (860305); It's not for anyone else I am saying…
 for each one of you (871224); Now my talks should
… again, please listen to me… I'm addressing to you…
member that. Do not think that I'm addressing to
… it is to you all (850629); We should listen to the
e form of whom, the whole of the Brahmachaitanya
hower us with the Chaitanya, to enrich us, to nurture
 us. She is the Master of Sahastrara, the Master of
s. But She is beyond the Sahastrara - much beyond.
uation that we must listen to whatever She says, and
y Her (870503.1); Anything that Mother tells us, we
ke, or do to extreme (830204); There are certain
 arise sometimes when we don't listen to Mother

Mother has to tell us things which we should
 for our good, for our enjoyment. Everything is to
enjoyment… even our ascent is to increase our
r sensitivity to joy (881211); Whatever Mother says

t listened to… that's all. Mother says to you things
ot hurt you in any way, and you should not take it that
 understand that… next time… we should not (881211) 
l individually also work it out that you study Sahaja
. In most of the tapes whatever I have said can be
out… what is said about health… what is said about
use I spontaneously say things… and if you can sort it
ow so many things… I mean if you sit down and do a
 tapes it will help you to find out so many little little

e so important for life. You can clarify it… can note it
his Mother said about these things… it will be very
 sort it out this way… what point is to be noted down
eadings… can put different different headings, and

other has said 'so'… Mother has said 'so'… whatever
ape you should not listen to… whatever is on tape is 
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Sahajvidya – Mother's Words 

tever is recorded already should be accepted
ust have one tape each - sit down and listen again
 pencil and paper, and see what I am saying. Every
ith you (890611) 
g to my lectures, you just go into meditation…
res are not to be understood by your brains, but by
nd through your heart. So it doesn't matter if you
 something… it's alright… but it will come handy
nt to use it… some words or sentences… you will not
e it is coming… it's all recorded (880921); We
 Vibrations and superimpose Mother's Lecture on
as double effect (791009.1) 

ave said, say, in the beginning of Sahaja Yoga is…
ut… it's all… rudimentary - what I have said in this
ld not have said in the beginning… would I have. So
also, has to rise… to understand it, you see… this is
(860707.2); When I say the truth, you get the
ou can find out the truth… so, if I am telling the
u can find out. But, is it possible that when I am
ou don’t feel the vibrations… if you are not getting
always it is wrong with you, not with me. So how to
 I am telling the truth or not… that is Mahamaya…

ou see… just fun (860707.2) 
e don’t misunderstand me so much as you used to…
hings which should not be done. To understand that
ou is for your ascent, you need a kind of a state of

detached mind. The detached mind is visible… very
rson that he's neither very emotionally attached…
ery physically attached… but he sees that the
self and of the society is the point… like the cell
rogress for the betterment of the tree… but it has
 do it in such a way that it never harms itself… and
e tree. So the progress of a mind which one should
e such that you should move with a balance… with a 
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Tape Reference
Date/Ref - Tit
-890725 Arrival sp
-881211 Detachmen
-880101 A sinless l
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-870503.1 Sahastr
-860707.2 Vienna A
-860305 Wimbledo
-850310 Public Pro
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Sahajvidya – Mother's Words 
and see for yourself how far you should go… and
uld not go. Going to extremes is not Sahaja Yoga
(850310) 
 found out the books written by Thomas, the
t who was coming to India. On his way he went to
e he wrote the treatise… and he put in a  big

 or perhaps it was a metallic thing… and it was
ears back. The people whom he considered to be
tians he calls as Gnostics… Gna means to know. He
 know and to have the personal experience is the
w Christ clearly. Not only that but he said that God
 so kind… why will he ask you to suffer… so he
 Christian principles of suffering. In the same way

ns people have diverted from the right path… and
e wrong path… and are indulging into self created
have no relationship with Reality… or with the
ose who started the Religions… or who gave the
s – I hope you won't do that to me… because you
le… you are the ones who know… who have had Self
19) 

- Jai Shri Mataji – 
s: 
le - Qual – mins 
eech - Melicharg - see 890723 good 20 
t - Rahuri - see 881207 good 25 

ife - G'pule - see 871213 good 5 
re for our ascent, Poona - see 871213 good 30 
ara Puja - Australia - see 870503 good 45 
shram address, Melichargasse, see 860707 good 
n Address - see 860305 good 45 
g. Masonic Hall, Sydney - see 850310.1 good 25 
ng purity of S Yoga/Where… stand in SYoga 
a - Delhi (+ Q&A: 10 mins) good 60 
rogrammes - Sydney  
i Puja, Sydney good 40 
- Paris (Strong correcting tape) good  
 address/Brompton Square  

Ammonk Ashram, New York good 35 

- end -          26  Feb  2016
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